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Depth-Assisted Temporal Error Concealment for
Intra Frame Slices in 3-D Video
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Abstract—We propose a depth-assisted error concealment
method for slice losses in intra frames of 2-D+depth encoded
3-D video. Intra frames in the depth sequence are offset from
intra frames in the 2-D view sequence, such that the corresponding frames in the other sequence are not also intra mode. For
slice losses in an intra frame of the 2-D sequence, motion vector (MV) candidates to conceal the lost macroblocks come from
the co-located MVs in the depth frame as well as from MVs
in the previous 2-D frame chosen based on motion information
from the depth frame. Then the temporal smoothness of the
depth sequence is used to filter out MV candidates. Finally, an
enhanced distortion criterion is used for MV selection, based on
contour information in the depth frame and boundary matching.
Experimental results show that the proposed method provides
improved performance over existing methods.
Index Terms—Error concealment, intra frame, slice loss,
2-D+depth 3-D video.

I. I NTRODUCTION
-D+DEPTH encoding of 3-D video shows promise due
to its low bit rate compared with multi-view coding
(MVC) techniques. In 2-D+depth 3-D video, a depth sequence
associated with the 2-D video sequence is captured or computed, compressed, and then transmitted independently. At
the decoder, depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) [1], [2] and
other smart postprocessing techniques [3] like that can be used
to reconstruct the 3-D video based on the 2-D video stream
and the associated depth stream.
Similar to 2-D video techniques, all wired/wireless 3-D
video applications over error-prone networks suffer packet
losses during transmission. This can significantly degrade
video quality. In the case of point-to-point communications,
packet losses can often be handled by ARQ retransmissions,
however for broadcast applications where there are many
receivers, a lost packet cannot be re-transmitted, and therefore error concealment methods at the decoders are of prime
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importance. When the coded depth stream and 2-D stream of
2-D+depth 3-D video are transmitted independently, the packet
loss problem for them can be solved separately with error concealment techniques of 2-D video. The dominant solutions at
the decoder include spatial error concealment (SEC) which
is mainly for intra mode (I frames of the H.26x standard),
and temporal error concealment (TEC) which is mainly for
inter modes (P, B frames of the H.264x standard). In TEC,
the key point is to recover the motion information of the lost
region to exploit the correlation between the current frame
and the reference frame [4]. A well-known TEC method is
the boundary matching algorithm (BMA) [5], which first estimates several candidate motion vectors (MVs) of the lost
region from the surrounding regions, then adopts the optimal
MV using a boundary matching (BM) distortion criterion [5].
The concealment is then done by implementing motion compensation (MC) from the reference frame, using the chosen
MV. BM is originally designed for loss/erasure of isolated
macroblock(MB). In real transmission, the packet/slice size
is always more than one macroblock, for example, one MB
row. The disadvantage of MB-based solutions for packet/slice
error concealment is that the estimated MVs of the lost MBs
are often not reliable [6]. So some BM-based solutions are
designed specially for the consecutive MB loss problem [7].
All these BM-based TEC methods use the MV information of
the current frame, which is only suitable for inter frames. As
motion estimation is not implemented in intra frames, the dominant solution for packet losses in intra frames is SEC, such as
spatial interpolation [8], [9]. However, most SEC methods perform less well than TEC, especially for consecutive MB losses
in natural video sequences, because spatial interpolation methods induce blur. Some edge-based SEC methods [10], [11] can
reduce blur; however, they include motion estimation (ME) at
the decoder to recover the lost edges, which increases the computational complexity of the decoder. In this paper, we focus
on a TEC solution for slice losses in intra frames.
For intra mode, the simplest TEC solution is frame copy
which means to copy the co-located block from the previous
frame. This only performs well for video sequences with small
movement. A dominant TEC solution is to use BMA [5] with
the co-located MVs in the previous frame as the MV candidates. However, for natural video, the motion information
of the lost region may be more similar with that of spatial neighbor regions rather than that of temporal neighbor
regions due to scene changes and object movement. Another
dominant TEC method is to re-implement ME at the decoder.
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However, the computational complexity of ME is generally
considered to be unacceptable for decoding, even though it
can be optimized as with the decoder motion vector estimation
(DMVE) [12]. Another efficient TEC method is motion data
hiding [13], which executes ME for consecutive intra frames
at the encoder and then imperceptibly embeds MVs into the
coefficients of other MBs in the same intra frame. If MB loss
occurs in an intra frame at the decoder, the MV of this MB
may be extracted from the current intra frame. However, this
method relies on both the decoder and the encoder, and it
requires extra computational complexity at the encoder and
extra bits.
The loss problem in intra frames can be reconsidered in
2-D+depth 3-D video transmission, because there is a close
relation of the motion information between the 2-D sequence
and the depth sequence [14]. We previously checked the similarity of the MVs between the 2-D and depth sequences
in [15], and reported that the correlation of MVs between a
2-D sequence and its corresponding depth sequence is usually strong with the correlation coefficient larger than 0.5.
When the 2-D sequence and depth sequence are compressed
and transmitted independently, the redundancy between the
MVs of the 2 sequences can be utilized efficiently. This
was originally considered for efficient 3-D video compression [16]. In recent years, it was utilized for error concealment
of the frame/packet loss problem in 2-D + depth video and
MVC+depth video, in which 2-D+depth 3-D technique is combined with MVC 3-D technique. It is reported that the packet
loss problem of the depth sequence can be easily solved by
utilizing either the information extracted from itself [17] or
the associated information in the 2-D sequence [18], because
the depth sequence only simply represents the basic structure
of the corresponding 2-D sequence. However, depth information does not perform well when it is directly used for packet
losses of the 2-D sequence in 2-D+depth video. Yan [19]
first used the motion information of the depth sequence to
optimize the conventional BMA method for the packet loss
problem in inter frames with good results. Then he considered
the frame loss problem in 2-D+depth video transmission [20].
Liu et al. [17] further considered the temporal smoothness of
the depth sequence to improve the BM criterion for the lost
region in inter frames. Chung [21] et al. extended the solution from 2-D+depth video to MVC+depth video. However,
all these works focus on inter modes (P and B frames), and
do not work for intra mode (I frame), because there is no MV
information in either the 2-D sequence or the depth sequence
for the intra frames.
In this paper, we consider slice losses for intra frames of
the 2-D sequence in 2-D+depth encoded 3-D video transmission. We propose a TEC solution, named depth-assisted TEC,
which avoids implementing ME at the decoder. Three kinds
of information in the depth sequence are extracted and used
for slice loss problem in intra frames of the 2-D sequence
in 2-D+depth video, including MVs, contours, and context.
Part of this paper was presented in [15], in which only the
motion information of the depth sequence is used to solve the
slice loss problem of 2-D sequence in 2-D+depth video. The
novelties of our method compared with existing methods are:
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Fig. 1.

Framework of TEC method.

1. we focus on slice losses in intra frames of 2-D+depth video.
As far as we know, no existing work considers packet losses
of intra frames, considering the correlation of MVs between
the 2-D and depth sequences. [17], [19] mainly considered
the loss problem in inter frames, which does not work for
intra frames. 2. Unlike the MV candidate generating method
of conventional BMA [5], we propose an offset MV candidate
searching method based on the depth information, which is
more effective especially for loss regions with a scene change
or fast object movement. 3. Moreover, we design an enhanced
distortion criterion for MV selection from the MV candidates
based on BM [5] and DMVE [12], considering the unreliability
of conventional BM method for slice losses.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the proposed depth-assisted TEC is introduced. In Section III,
we evaluate the proposed method, and conclude the paper in
Section IV.
II. D EPTH -A SSISTED T EMPORAL E RROR C ONCEALMENT
FOR I NTRA F RAMES
Fig. 1 shows the common framework of TEC, mainly
including three parts: MV candidate generation for the lost
region, MV selection from the candidate set and its distortion
criterion, and motion compensation. For the lost region of an
intra frame, the MV candidate set consists of the MVs of the
co-located MBs in the previous frame in [5], or a continuous
motion region in the previous frame in [12]. Then the optimal
MV is adopted based on a distortion criterion. A well-known
distortion measurement is BM [5], which is defined as the
absolute difference between the external boundary of the lost
region and the internal boundary of the predicting region in
the previous frame. Finally, MC is implemented to recover the
lost region. The principle is formulated in (1).
p(x, y) = pr (x + mvx , y + mvy ) + presidual .

(1)

p(x, y) denotes the pixel in the lost region and pr (x, y) denotes
the pixel in the reference frame, where (x,
 y) is the top-left
pixel coordinates of the lost region. mv = mvx , mvy denotes
the selected MV from the MV candidate set  by the distortion
function D(mvi ) mvi ∈ , that is mv = arg min D(mvi ). presidual
mvi ∈

denotes the residual for the lost pixel. If the residuals for the
lost region are also lost, the residuals when the co-located
block in the previous frame is encoded can simply be used.
In our scheme, we suppose the residuals are lost together
with the MVs of the lost region, and will not consider the
residual recovery. So the MV candidate set generation and the
distortion criterion are the two key steps for TEC. The proposed depth-assisted TEC for intra slices of the 2-D sequence
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in 2-D+depth video tries to improve these two steps separately by the information extracted from the depth sequence
in 2-D+depth video.
A. MV Candidate Generation
MV candidates are used to recover the lost region of the current 2-D frame from the previous 2-D frame. For slice losses
in the intra frame of the 2-D sequence, MV candidates can
be extracted from both the corresponding depth frame and the
previous 2-D frame.
1) Depth-Offset for MV Extraction from the Depth Frame:
MVs in the depth sequence can be utilized to recover the MV
of lost region in the 2-D sequence because of the similarity of
the motion information between the 2-D and depth sequences.
We have reported the similarity of the MVs between the 2
sequences for some test 3-D sequences in [15]. However, for
an intra frame in the 2-D sequence, typically the corresponding
frame in the depth sequence is also intra mode, so there is
no MV information from it that can be used. We impose a
temporal offset to the intra frames of the depth sequence. We
use G to denote the GOP
length and Goffset to denote the

offset 0 < Goffset < G . The offset is imposed on the depth
sequence starting from the 2nd GOP. That means the size of
the 1st GOP in the depth sequence is G − Goffset , and the
size of the other GOPs is G. Then, except for the first frame,
each frame in the depth sequence that corresponds to an intra
frame in the 2-D sequence is inter coded. In our experiments,
the GOP size of the sequence is set to G = 4 to generate
more intra frames in the sequence for the experiment. The
offset parameter is Goffset = 1. That means the format of the
2-D sequence is “IPPPIPPPIPPP. . .” and the format of the
depth sequence is “IPPIPPPIPPPI. . .”.
For an MB loss in the 2-D sequence, all the co-located
and neighboring MVs of the corresponding depth frame
are exploited as MV candidates. For a macroblock MB2D
lost
in the lost slice, the co-located MB and its eight neighbors in the inter coded frame n of the depth sequence are
depth
denoted MBi
(i = 0, 1, . . . , 8). Their MVs are extracted
depth
and denoted mvi
(i = 0, 1, . . . , 8). All of them are used
as MV candidates for the lost MB in the 2-D sequence.
2) Offset MV Candidates in the Previous 2-D Frame:
Because the depth sequence only represents the basic structure
of the corresponding 2-D sequence,the MV of the lost region
can not be recovered well only by the MV candidates from the
depth sequence. In this case, intra slice concealment of the 2-D
video can also be done using the MVs of the co-located MBs
in the previous frame as MV candidates. However, due to a
scene change or object movement, the MVs of the co-located
MBs may not be optimal. Instead of using these ones, we try to
find the offset region in the previous frame which corresponds
to the lost region in the current frame using the depth motion
information. For a lost macroblock MB2D
lost whose coordinate
is (xlost , ylost ), the MV of the co-located macroblock MBdepth
in the corresponding depth frame is denoted mvdepth . Due to
the motion similarity between the 2-D and depth sequences,
mvdepth is likely similar to the MV of MB2D
lost . So we use
)
in
the
previous frame
mvdepth to find the MB (denoted MB2D
offset

Fig. 2.

Offset MV candidate generation.

that corresponds to MB2D
lost . The coordinates (xoffset , yoffset ) of
are
calculated
as
follows:
MB2D
offset
⎧

depth
⎪
depth
x +mv
+N /2
⎪
· N, mvx
≥0
⎨ xoffset = lost Nx

(2)
depth
⎪
depth
x +mv
−N /2
⎪
· N, mvx
<0
⎩ xoffset = lost Nx
⎧

depth
y +mv
+N /2
⎪
depth
⎪
· N, mvy
≥0
⎨ yoffset = lost Ny

(3)
depth
y +mv
−N /2
⎪
depth
⎪
· N, mvy
<0
⎩ yoffset = lost Ny
where · is the floor function. This is depicted in Fig. 2,
where the size of an MB is N × N. Then the MVs of MB2D
offset
and its eight neighbors in the previous 2-D frame are used
as MV candidates instead of the co-located ones. These MVs
are denoted mv2D
offset,i (i = 0, 1, . . . , 8), where i indexes the MB
and its 8 neighbors. Finally, the MV candidate set  for MB2D
lost
is


 MB2D
lost
(4)

depth
= mvi
, mv2D
offset,i , (i = 0, 1, . . . , 8) ; (0, 0)
where (0, 0) denotes the zero motion case.
B. Region Size Selection
TEC technique in H.26x is commonly implemented based
on macroblocks of size 16 × 16. However, this will not be
optimal for some cases, such as the lost regions around object
contours, adjacent slice losses, etc.
1) Pixel-Level MB Segmentation Based on Depth Contours:
For regions around object contours that are not homogeneous,
different part of the region may have different movement. So it
is necessary to segment them as foreground and background.
In [17], MBs in inter frames are segmented based on subblock
(8 × 8) size according to the depth values. We segment the
lost MBs in the intra frames at the pixel level, which is more
precise, utilizing the contour information of the depth frame.
First, we extract contour information from the slices of the
depth frame that correspond to the lost intra frame slices.
For a pixel in the depth sequence corresponding to the lost
region, we denote its variance over a 3 × 3 sliding window
as v. If v > v0 , then the pixel is declared an edge pixel.
The threshold was chosen to be v0 = 100 in our experiment. The contour region consists of all pixels whose variance
exceeds the threshold as well as all internal holes in such
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Fig. 3.
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Pixel-level MB segmentation. (a) 16 × 16 MB with contour region. (b) Thinned contour. (c) Segmented left region. (d) Segmented right region.

regions, as shown in Fig. 3(a). If some pixels in both top
and bottom pixel rows of an MB are included in the contour
region, then this MB is pronounced a left-right segmented one.
Then, we thin the extracted contour regions to 1-pixel wide
by taking their central pixels. Fig. 3 shows the left-right segmentation case. Fig. 3(b) shows the 16 x 16 MB, where a
contour crosses from top to bottom. Fig. 3(c) shows the left
segment, including the pixels of the thinned contour and all
pixels to the left of it, and Fig. 3(d) shows the right segment, which also includes the thinned contour pixels and all
the pixels to the right. For each segmented part, the whole
region is denoted region, and the four inner boundary pixel
sets are denoted up, down, left, and right. Note that the upper
left pixel in Fig. 3(c) is included in set left and in set up,
and the lower left pixel is included in set left and set down,
etc. These pixel sets will be used in the boundary matching distortion calculation. Macroblocks crossed by a contour
are selected for segmentation except for the following two
cases.
Case 1: The MB is almost static comparing with the background. As the background in our test videos is always either
static or moving only slightly, we simply check if the foreground MV is close to 0. Note that if the background is not
static, the relative movement of the MB towards the background should be calculated instead. Using the MV of the
co-located MB in the depth frame, we calculate the average
values of the x and y components of the MVs of the four subblocks (in the JM software, ME is implemented on subblocks).
We sum their absolute values. If this is lower than a predefined threshold 42, then we declare this a static MB, and do
not segment it. The threshold was trained over 10 test videos.
For our simulations, to reduce complexity, this threshold was
not optimized for any particular video stream; it might be possible to improve the performance by training the threshold for
a given video or establishing a model to adjust this parameter.
Case 2: One of the segmented parts is too small for reliable
boundary matching. If the number of pixels in sets up + down
shown in Fig. 3(c) is less than 8, or if the number of pixels
in sets up + down shown in Fig. 3(d) is less than 8, the MB
will not be segmented.
In our experiment, the distortion criterion for the current
segmented MB will be calculated from the segmented left
and right parts separately. Then two optimal MBs, denoted
MBl and MBr , in the previous 2-D frame will be chosen and

Fig. 4. Example of MB Segmentation. (a) 2-D frame. (b) Corresponding
depth frame. (c) Extracted contour region. (d) Thinned contour. (e) Segmented
MBs. In this example, the 2nd slice from the top and the 2nd slice from the
bottom are lost.

used for motion compensation. The final concealed MB is
calculated using
MBmc (i, j) = MBl (i, j) · maskl (i, j)
+MBr (i, j) · maskr (i, j)

(5)

where i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N, and maskl is an N×N array defined
in (6).
⎧
(i, j) ∈ region/contour
⎨ 1,
(6)
maskl (i, j) = 1 2, (i, j) ∈ contour
⎩
0, others
maskr is similarly defined for the rightside segment. Similar to
left-right segmentation, the MB will be segmented into top and
bottom regions if it is crossed by a contour from left to right.
The procedure is similar. Fig. 4 shows an example of our pixellevel MB segmentation, including 3 cases: left-right segmented
MB, top-bottom segmented MBs, and non-segmented MB.
2) Adjacent Slice Losses: MBs which are not segmented
are concealed based on a whole MB. In this case, region
denotes the N ×N MB, and up, down, left, and right denote the
4 inner N-pixel boundaries of the MB. It is possible that two
adjacent slices in the same intra frame are lost. For the uppermost slice of the two, only the top boundary (up) is available
for BM. For the lower slice, only the lower boundary (down)
is available for BM. This makes it less reliable to select the
optimal MV for the lost region from the MV candidate set
. In this case, we combine the two lost slices and conceal
them together. Then both the up boundary and down boundary can be used for BM. All error concealment procedures
are implemented based on the combined MB, such as the MB
segmentation. If the combined MB is not segmented, region
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denotes the 2N × N combined MB, up and down denote the
upper and lower inner N-pixel boundaries of the combined
MB, and left and right denote the left and right inner 2Npixel boundaries of the combined MB respectively. The MV
candidate set of the combined MB is the union of the two MV
candidate sets.
C. Distortion Criterion Enhancement
Given an MV candidate set  , the next step is to select
the optimal MV from it using a distortion criterion. When
a slice is taken to be a horizontal row of MBs, it may be
unreliable to adopt the conventional BM distortion criterion,
especially when the number of MV candidates is large or the
spatial correlation is low. That is because only the upper and
lower boundary pixels can be used to calculate the distortion,
since the left and right boundaries of the lost MB are adjacent
to other lost MBs. We try to enhance the distortion criterion
based on BM and the information extracted from the depth
frame.
1) MV Candidate Filtering Based on Depth Temporal
Smoothness: We first consider the temporal smoothness of
the depth sequence. One of the reasons why BM may not
be reliable is that the boundary pixels do not represent the
whole lost region well, when the spatial texture is complex. We
use the depth to evaluate the temporal smoothness of the lost
region in the 2-D sequence. For an MV candidate mv ∈ , the
depth temporal smoothness SAD (sum of absolute differences)
is defined as
depth

16
SADregion (mv) = size(region)


 depth
depth 
·
(x, y) − Pn−1 x + mvx , y + mvy 
Pn

Fig. 5.

Enhanced BM for UP and DOWN boundaries.

As the upper and lower boundaries of the lost MBs are
always reliable for BM, we enhance the distortion function
for them. Derived from [5] and [12], we consider the outer
boundary of the region in the current frame n, and both the
outer and inner boundaries of the predicted region in the previous frame n−1, as shown in Fig. 5, wherewe take the
 MB for
example. Then for a MV candidate mv = mvx , mvy ∈ , the
distortions for the upper and lower boundaries are calculated
as
 
|Pn (x, y − 1)
SAD2D
up (mv) =
(x,y)∈up



− Pn−1 x + mvx , y + mvy 
+ |Pn (x, y − 1)


− Pn−1 x + mvx , y + mvy − 1 

SAD2D
down (mv) =
(7)

(x,y)∈region

where size (region) stands for the number of pixels in region,
depth
depth
which is defined in Section II-B; Pn
and Pn−1 denote the
pixel values of depth frames n and n − 1 respectively.
We use it to filter out bad MV candidates from the original
MV candidate set  . For a lost region, its motion information
is likely to be similar to that of the same object or same part
in an object. The depth value in the same object or the same
part of an object is also likely to be similar. So the depth
smoothness (6) can be used to filter out bad MV candidates
depth
depth
from  . If SADregion (mv) is above a threshold SADT , the
MV candidate mv will be rejected. The threshold is trained as
depth
= 50 in our experiment.
SADT
2) Enhanced BM-Based Distortion Function: The distortion function is established for each region separately. BM [5]
was originally designed for loss of isolated MBs. For slice
loss problem, it may still be unreliable to select the optimal
MV from the MV candidate set by BM, because only the
boundaries above and below can be used. That is, since the
slice is a horizontal row of MBs, the neighbor MBs above
and below are usually available for BM, but the left and right
neighbors are generally not available (although if they were
concealed already, then the concealment MBs are available
for BM). Especially when the spatial correlation is low, or the
MB is left-right segmented, the up and down pixel sets are
much smaller for BM. In this section, we try to enhance the
distortion function.



(8)


|Pn (x, y + 1)

(x,y)∈down



−Pn−1 x + mvx , y + mvy 
+ |Pn (x, y + 1)


−Pn−1 x + mvx , y + mvy + 1 

(9)

where up and down are the pixel sets defined in Section II-B,
and Pn and Pn−1 are the pixel values of the 2-D frames n and
n − 1 respectively.
For the region region, the left and right neighboring MBs
may be lost or concealed. If they are concealed, we use the
conventional BM [5] directly. That is

|Pn (x − 1, y)
SAD2D
left (mv) =
(x,y)∈left


−Pn−1 (x + mvx , y + mvy )

|Pn (x + 1, y)
SAD2D
right (mv) =

(10)

(x,y)∈right


−Pn−1 (x + mvx , y + mvy )

(11)

where left and right are the defined pixel boundaries of region
in Section II-B.
Finally, for a MV candidate mv ∈  , the distortion criterion
is defined as follows
2D
SAD (mv) = αSAD2D
up (mv) + βSADdown (mv)
2D
+γ SAD2D
left (mv) + δSADright (mv)

(12)

The parameters α, β, γ , and δ are related to region, and
determined like this:
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a) If the MB is top-bottom segmented, for the upper part
α = 1 and β = 0, and for the lower part α = 0 and β = 1.
b) If the left neighbor of the current MB is not concealed,
γ is set to 0. If the right neighbor of the current MB is not
concealed, δ is set to 0.
c) For other cases, all parameters are set to 1.
III. E XPERIMENTS
We implement the proposed scheme based on H.264/AVC
codec reference software (JM16.2). The motion search range
is 32 and fast full motion search mode in JM16.2 is adopted.
The quantization parameter (QP) is set to 28 and 40, which
correspond to higher and lower bit rate cases respectively. The
slice is an MB row. Six 200-frame 2-D+depth sequences are
tested: Cafe (960 × 512), Newspaper (1024 × 768), Mobile
(720 × 512), Balloons (1024 × 768), Bookarrival (1024 ×
768), and Orbi (720 × 512). Here “2-D” sequence refers to
either the left view or the right view sequence of the rendered
stereoscopic 3-D video and all the “depth” sequences used
are manually generated. Then GOP size is set as 4 to generate
more intra frames for simulation. There are 50 intra frames in
each test sequence. Random packet losses in intra frames are
simulated by modified “rtp-loss” tool of the JM16.2 software.
The slice is defined as an MB row. In this scenario, it is also
possible that 2 or more adjacent slices are lost together. It is
reported in [17] that the result of TEC without utilizing any
information of 2-D video is very good if packet losses happen
in the depth sequence, because the context of depth video is
much simpler than that of 2-D video. So we only focus on the
packet losses of the 2-D sequence in 2-D+depth video.
As far as we know, no existing work considers exploiting the
correlation between the 2-D sequence and the depth sequence
for the problem of intra slice losses in 2-D+depth video. The
dominant solutions for this problem are those for 2-D video,
including spatial interpolation [9], frame copy, motion reestimation at the decoder [12], and boundary matching [5].
The proposed method is compared against those 4 solutions.
The detailed settings are as follows. 1) Spatial interpolation
(denoted “Spatial”): We recover each pixel in the lost slice
by linear interpolation using the nearest pixels in the top and
bottom neighbor MBs. 2) Frame copy (denoted “Copy”): The
co-located MBs of the previous decoded frame replace the
MBs of the lost slice. 3) Decoder ME combined with BMA
(denoted “ME+BMA”): For lost MB, implement motion estimation at the decoder for the neighbor MBs above and below
to determine MV candidates, and then conceal the lost region
by BMA. This is similar to DMVE [12]. 4) BMA: Use the
MV candidates of the co-located MB and its 8 neighbors in
the previous frame. 5) DMVE: Redo motion estimation at the
decoder for the lost region [12]. The upper pixel line and the
lower pixel line of the lost region are used for distortion measurement. We provide the PSNR result of the Y component
(denoted “SNRY”) averaged over all the intra frames of the
2-D sequence (left/right view in rendered stereoscopic video)
only, the PSNR result of the Y component averaged over both
the intra frames and the inter frames of the 2-D sequence, and
the decoding time of the 2-D video sequence. The packet loss

TABLE I
AVERAGE D ECODING T IMES ( MS ) FOR PLR = 10% C ASE

rate (PLR) in all the intra frames is set to 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%,
and 25%, in which the first IDR frame of the 2-D sequence
is error-free. Each method is averaged over 20 realizations.
We first take the result of all intra frames of the input
sequences. One important issue of video decoding is the
decoding time, which is highly related with the computational
complexity of the decoder. The computational complexity of
the proposed method is expected to be similar with that of
“Spatial”, “Copy”, and “BMA”, all of which do not implement
motion re-estimation at the decoder, while the computational
complexity of “ME+BMA” and “DMVE” might be much
higher because of motion re-estimation at the decoder. We
measured the software decoding times. The average decoding
times of those methods for PLR=10% for the CAFE sequence
are shown in Table I. For other PLR cases, the results are similar. The “SNRY” results for QP=28 case are shown in Table II.
Compared with “Spatial” and “Copy”, the SNRY result of the
proposed method is much better for all the test sequences,
and the decoding time of the proposed method is 1.9-2.2
times higher. Compared with “ME+BMA” and “DMVE”, the
SNRY result of the proposed method is better for most test
sequences. One reason for “DMVE” is that only the upper
pixel line and lower pixel line of the lost region can be used
for distortion measurement in slice loss problem. The result
for the Balloons sequence is an exception, where the result
of “ME+BMA” and “DMVE” is comparable with or slightly
better than the proposed method. This is because the spatial correlation is higher than the temporal correlation in this
sequence. However, the decoding time of “ME+BMA” and
“DMVE” that implements motion estimation at the decoder
is an order of magnitude higher than that of the proposed
method. Compared with “BMA”, which is the dominant TEC
solution for slice losses in intra frames, the proposed method
improved the result by up to 0.8 dB for PLR=25%. The decoding time of the proposed method is 50% higher than that of
“BMA”. We additionally show the “SNRY” results for QP=40
case in Table III, whose bit rate is lower than that for QP=28.
It is shown that the improvement of the proposed method is
slightly lower than that when QP=28, which is up to 0.6 dB
for PLR=25%.
Another important issue for video coding is the error propagation to the subsequent inter frames if the slice losses occur
in an intra frame. Minimizing the average distortion of only
intra frames does not always lead to an optimized quality of
the whole sequence, so we show the average “SNRY” of the
whole sequence for QP=28 case in Table IV. The trends are
similar to those in Table I.
Note that not all the sequences have high quality depth information. It is known that the quality of Cafe, Mobile and Orbi
depth sequences is better than that of Newspaper, Balloons
and Bookarrival. So the proposed method for Cafe, Mobile
and Orbi is more effective than for the other three. This result
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TABLE II
AVERAGE SNRY ( D B) R ESULT OF O NLY INTRA F RAMES (QP = 28)

TABLE III
AVERAGE SNRY ( D B) R ESULT OF O NLY INTRA F RAMES (QP = 40)

can also be predicted from the motion similarity between 2-D
and depth sequences in [15]. It is shown that those sequences
that perform best always have better motion similarity between
color and depth sequences. This suggests that, if the quality
of depth sequences is improved in the future, the proposed
method can be more effective.
Another small advantage of the proposed method lies in the
bit rate stability of the coded streams. The output bit rate of
coded 2-D+depth sequences is the sum of the rates of the two
separate sequences. For video coding, the total bit rates fluctuate sharply between the intra and inter frames, because the bit

rates for intra frames are much higher than for inter frames.
In the proposed method, intra frames in the 2-D sequence are
offset from intra frames in the depth sequence. This results in
shifting part of the bit rate from the peak to the trough. The
experimental results are shown in Fig. 6, where “0 offset”
stands for conventional solution without offset between the 2D sequence and the depth sequence, “1 offset” and “2 offset”
stand for our solution with offset Goffset = 1 and Goffset = 2
between the depth sequence and 2-D sequence respectively. It
is shown that the proposed method benefits the stability of the
output stream, reducing the peak bit rate by 15%-25%.
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TABLE IV
AVERAGE SNRY ( D B) R ESULT OF B OTH INTRA AND INTER F RAMES (QP = 28)

Fig. 6.

Bit rate stability of the coded 2-D+depth streams (Newspaper).

IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a depth-assisted temporal error
concealment method for slice loss in intra frames of 2-D+depth
video. The correlation between the 2-D sequence and the depth
sequence is exploited to assist error concealment based on the
conventional TEC method. Experimental results show that the
proposed method has improved PSNR, reduced computational
complexity at the decoder, and more stable output bit rate.
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